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ver the past few weeks I have been pondering the 
story told in Luke 1: 26-38 where the birth of Jesus 
is foretold. My particular pondering has been around 
trusting God enough to say yes amidst ambiguity. Let 

me explain:

We all, it seems to me, have been conceived with a peculiar 
genetic characteristic known as the why-chromosome. 
Somewhere around the age of three or four we begin to ask why, 
and subsequently only the words that follow seem to change. 

Toddlers want to know the ultimate why. Why do birds fly? Why 
does the grass grow? Why do people get sick? Adolescents want 
to know: Why can’t I go out? Why can’t I have the car? Why can’t 
I have the friends I want? Adulthood once more exchanges one 
set of whys for another: Why is there evil in the world? Why must 
children die? Why does God not stop war? Once the switch for 
the why-chromosome is flipped, it seems to stay on for a lifetime. 

We live it seems with the ambiguity of why. As often as anyone 
attempts to offer an answer, it never seems to satisfy - or perhaps 
it’s more the case that the only answers that satisfy are the ones 
we discover for ourselves. The toddler is not content to be told 
that birds fly because they have wings, nor is the teenager content 
with the explanation that the need for rest is the reason they 
must stay home. The adult cannot accept the reality that much 
of the evil in the world is of our own making as human beings, 
and that perhaps God is powerless to intervene and undo our 
doings. We seem bent on discovering the answers for ourselves. 
So we live with ambiguity, at times insisting on our desire to have 
life served up our way, as did Adam and Eve, and at other times 
willing to say yes to what comes our way, as did Mary. 

Yet sometimes we are not sure which is which. Is the prospect of 
a divorce simply the result of one’s yearning to be freed of the 
struggle of making the marriage work, or is divorce or separation 
the conclusion that will make everyone healthier and more 
whole? Is rejected love a tragedy or a painful door that opens to 
richer life? Is the decision to have a child born of selfishness or of 
selfless care for the family as it presently is? 

It is seldom clear when to say yes and when to say no. Which 
alternative is of God and which is of our own clouded longing 
is often the subject to wonder, particularly when we realize that 
none of us ever decides from the purest of motives. 

So we live with ambiguity, like Mary in Luke Chapter 1. In the end, 
I suppose we too must resist temptation to insist upon clarity and 
understanding. Life is seldom served up with such garnish. Most 
often we find ourselves simply coming to the point of saying yes 
without having any of our whys answered. Sometimes living in 
ambiguity is the most Godly thing we can do. 

If one could choose, would you live with or without ambiguity?

What might be gained? 

What might be lost?

The Very Reverend Anne Mills

O

Sunday
8am
9am 
10am
5pm
8pm

Monday - Friday
12:15pm

Wednesday
6:00pm

Eucharist in the Bishop Selwyn Chapel
Holy Communion at St Stephen’s Chapel
Choral Eucharist in the Cathedral Nave
Choral Evensong in the Chancel *
Taizé Prayer in the Bishop Selwyn Chapel

Eucharist in the Marsden Chapel

Choral Evensong in the Chancel *

* During term time

Our Services
Please do join us for our services throughout the 
week. All are welcome.

Visiting Hours
Monday – Sunday | 10am – 3pm

Donate
Your support towards the ministry of the Holy Trinity 
Cathedral is appreciated.  Here’s what you can do:

• Visit www.holy-trinity.org.nz/donate
• Leave a donation at one of our donation points in 

the Cathedral

Support Us

Volunteer
To learn about our volunteering opportunities visit 
www.holy-trinity.org.nz/community
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Holy Week and Easter
After the long journey of the Passion, Holy Week has finally culminated in the 
celebrations of Easter Sunday. The tomb is empty; he is risen indeed. Halleluiah!
As the Mother Church of the Auckland Diocese, Holy Trinity Cathedral provides the 
space for Anglicans across the city to come together and mark the most important 
week in the Christian faith. 
Our observation of Holy Week and Easter was given special meaning by moving 
liturgy and poignant performances by our choir of some of the most stirring music 
wirtten in the Christian tradition. 
We were especially blessed to welcome friends from the Muslim community who 
attended our Easter Sunday Eucharist in continuation of our commitment to a strong, 
interfaith community in Auckland. 

Photos (clockwise from top left): Bishop Ross Bay at our Easter Sunday Eucharist;  An 
Easter gift from the Muslim community gratefully received by Dean Anne Mills; Dean 
Anne, Rev’d Sarah West and Rev’d Richard Girdwood with members of Cathedral Kids 
on Palm Sunday; Rev’d Sarah West and Rev’d Ivica Gregurec giving a blessing at the 
beginning of Holy Week; The Cathedral Choir rehearsing the Easter Sunday Mass setting 
with the chamber ensemble.

Cover photo courtesy of Sarah Wilson: Chalices on the altar for Easter Sunday 
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Last year, as a part of my sabbatical course, I attended two 
courses at St George’s College in Jerusalem. This year, thanks to 
the Council for Ecumenism, of which I am a member for interfaith 
dialogue, as well as the Cathedral Resources Board, I attended 
a remarkable nine-day programme called ‘Sharing Perspectives: 
Jews, Christians, Muslims–Three Faiths in Conversation.’ 

When I arrived on the First Sunday of Lent, 10 March, the first 
surprise was that there was no Eucharist in the Cathedral. We all 
boarded a bus and descended from Jerusalem to Qasr el Yahud, 

West Bank, to the place where, by tradition, Jesus was baptised 
and from whence he went into the desert. After Eucharist presided 
by the Archbishop Suheil, we proceeded to St Gerasimus Greek 
Orthodox monastery for lunch. St Gerasimus of the Jordan is 
considered to be the father of the Palestinian monastic life. 

In the evening of the same day we had an opening function. Our 
group had a total of 29 participants, including SGC staff, a local 
Israeli multi-faith educator and three facilitators who organised 
the programme. The participants were, apart from me from New 
Zealand, from the UK, Canada and USA. The group was comprised 
of eleven Christians, eight Muslims and three Jews. 

This was a unique experience which I can recommend to all those 
involved in interfaith dialogue.

As one of the participants, Rabbi Jeff Berger from London wrote 
for the newsletter of the UK Council of Christians and Jews:

SHARING 
PERSPECTIVES

o hate is an easy lazy thing
but to love takes strength everyone has
but not all are willing to practice

                                        Rupi Kaur
T

Jews, Christians and Muslims in Conversation

Photo: Reverend Ivica Gregurec with Imans and a Rabbi the the Tombs of David in Jerusalem.



The pre-election period in Israel brought numerous tensions, 
both in Israel and Palestine** and all the participants were 
immersed into the daily reality of the complex inter-ethnic 
relationships in the Holy Land.

On Friday morning, 15 March, we woke in Jerusalem to the 
news of the terrorist attack on two mosques in Christchurch. 
I was in despair, but I probably couldn’t have been in a better 
place, as I was already out of our country. After morning 
Eucharist, the first person who approached me and consoled 
me was an Imam from the UK. The next one was a Jewish 
Rabbi from Canada. Before our daily programme, the Dean 
of the College, the Very Reverend Richard Sewell offered a 
prayer, with the whole group, for New Zealand. Later, Rabbi 
Berger offered Psalm 130 at the tomb of King David. 

Together with a fellow participant, Mohibur Rahman, a 
Muslim from London, we recorded a message of condolence 
on the place of Jesus’ Ascension on Mount of Olives, which 
is sacred to both Muslims and Christians. That message is 
available on the Cathedral Facebook page. 

A sad side of the programme was that some of the speakers 
were not able to participate, either because of the anti-
normalisation policy (imposed by Palestinian authorities), or 
because of the difficulties with crossing from the occupied 
West Bank to Jerusalem (imposed by Israeli Army). It seems 
that dialogue is not high on the list of the priorities on both 
sides, which makes the chasm between two communities 
deep and dialogue and listening even more important. The 
most meaningful moments were those human ones- a Jew 
with a kippa, a priest with a collar, a Muslim either with hijab 
(woman) or taqiyah (man) walking down the suqs of the Old 
City of Jerusalem together. 

“      The tour combined extensive travel in and around 
Jerusalem, through Judea & Samaria* and included a visit 
to Old Jaffa/ South Tel Aviv. Educationally, it was steeped 
in archaeology, history and Biblical reference and was 
supplemented in the evenings by high-quality, locally-based 
speakers in areas of inter-religious dialogue, peace building, 
politics and social action. 
The most valuable aspect to me was increasing my sense of 
religious literacy in a welcoming atmosphere of exploration 
and discovery. Usually this involved sharing knowledge, as 
well as acknowledging our need for greater understanding. 
It didn’t take long for the group to relax and befriend each 
other. 
Part of the evening programme also explored the complexity 
and nuance of the Israeli-Palestinian struggle, conveying 
the politicised and polarising identity narratives and how 
they’ve been taken up by both sides–and by groups around 
the world.
Our daytime travels in Jerusalem included: The Haram al 
Sharif, Western Wall Plaza, Ofel Excavation, Church of the 
Holy Sepulchre, as well as the Mount of Olives, Garden of 
Gethsemane, Via Dolorosa, Jewish Quarter, Mt Zion and Yad 
VaShem.
Outside of Jerusalem the tour included Wadi Qelt (to see 
a 6th century monastery carved into the rock face), a 
Bedouin hospitality tent, Nazareth, Mount of Beatitudes, 
Tiberias, Bethlehem, Hebron and Old Jaffa. We also visited 
the Dheisheh Palestinian Refugee Camp and met settlers in 
Kfar Etzion. 
Finally, and perhaps the most rewarding part of the tour 
involved opportunities to observe the worship services 
of each of the three faiths, culminating in a Friday night 
Shabbat dinner at the home of the local Jewish tour guide.
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The comments reflect the Cathedral’s Mission Statement 
‘Welcoming–Worshipping-Nourishing-Empowering.’
If you would like to join the Welcoming Team, please contact 
me by email at care@holy-trinity.org.nz
Mariana Nordmark | Welcomers Coordinator

The summer has been very busy with visitors from around the 
world. This month we would like to share with you some of the 
many comments left in the Visitors’ Book: 

Welcomers’ Corner

Lovely calming place (Ireland)
It is beutiful (sic), very beautiful. Im 8. (Auckland)

Blown away by this beautiful place (South Wales)
Wondorful (sic) art work (Brazil)

Visually stunning, fine tribute to Christianity (Australia)

So uplifting! (USA)
  Beautiful church, choir practicing brought it to life     
(Scotland)

Wonderful community resource (Canada)
The windows speak volumes (UK)

Thank you for giving me somewhere to pray after the 
horrors of Christchurch. God bless all. (Auckland)

Loved walking the labyrinth (USA)
Thanking for God’s blessing (Argentina)

Beautiful! Spiritual (Germany)

To quote Rabbi Berger again: “I drew solace from the deeply 
meaningful friendships formed with senior colleagues from...” all 
three “traditions willing to share and explain the intimacy of their 
faith, its history and ritual while acting as gracious hosts in their 
places of worship.”

At the core of interfaith dialogue is listening and sharing in our 
common humanity. It is listening that takes into account another 
person’s belief, tries to understand it, while at the same time we 
engage with our own faith, trying to respond to the questions of 
our friends. That mutual dialogue gives birth to hope. ■ 

St  George’s  College  runs  Shared  Perspectives as an annual 
event. Those with some interfaith experience should apply. The 
next course is on 17-25 February 2020. 
Visit www.saintgeorgescollegejerusalem.com.

*Judea and Samaria – a term that the State of Israel uses to 
describe the West Bank, territory whose status is, according to the 
international law, defined as occupied.

**Throughout my text, Israel means “State of Israel” as an 
internationally recognised state. The term “Palestine” refers to, 
since 1967, occupied territories of Gaza and West Bank, occupied 
by State of Israel. The disputed status of East Jerusalem 
and Golan Heights is not dealt here with.
The Reverend Ivica Gregurec

“

”



music
matters

From the Cathedral Organist
he Holy Trinity Cathedral organ 
continues to be used as a recital 
instrument by international artists.
In February we were treated to 

a performance by the Choir Organist of 
Notre-Dame de Paris, Johann Vexo and, 
tenor, Damien Rivière.  As we continue to 
cultivate a relationship with the musicians 
of Notre-Dame, we are reminded to think 
of our friends as they look for the way 
ahead after the devastation of April’s fire.

In May, we welcome German-born 
organist and composer, Hans U. Hielscher 
(above). Hielscher has been organist at the 
Marktkirche in Wiesbaden, Germany, since 
1979 and has presented more than 3.500 
organ recitals around the globe, 
He has been honored by the French 
government in Paris for his worldwide 
engagement in French organ music and 
was nominated “Chevalier de l’Ordre des 
Arts et des Lettres” in 1985.
The programme for May’s recital includes 
Tambling, Bridge, Nevin, and more!
Dr Philip Smith

T
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From the Director of Choirs
Warm greetings from the music team at 
Holy Trinity Cathedral. We hope that you 
have had a blessed Easter and managed 
to get along to some services at the 
Cathedral. Last term has been a busy one 
for the choir, culminating in ten services 
during Holy Week and Easter; the busiest 
week of the year in the life of a Cathedral 
and its choir. It makes Christmas seem like 
a walk in the park! 
The choir was fully committed to providing 
leadership in music to support the liturgy 
and some wonderful singing and playing 
was experienced by all. The repertoire 
spanned the ages from Hildegard of 
Bingen’s 12th Century “O Viridissima 
Virga” through to music written especially 
for this 2019 Easter celebration.

A New Face
The choir continues to grow at the 
Cathedral so we thought you might like to 
meet one of our new choristers. 
Meet Sam Birchall (above right). 
Sam grew up in Ruakaka, a small town in 
Northland. He has an interesting ancestry 
of Fijian, English and Scottish. Sam’s family 
run a swimming school in Northland, so 
naturally Sam and his siblings were all 
heavily involved in Northland swimming.
Singing has been Sam’s passion for many 
years and he crafted his skills singing 
in musical theatre productions (mostly 
Gilbert and Sullivan shows) with the 
Otamatea Repertory Theatre. Sam has 
also had much success completing vocal 
exams with the Trinity College London. He 
has received his Grade 8 with Distinction.
While growing up in Northland, Sam 
was the recipient of many accolades and 
scholarships through both Bream College 
and the Northland Performing Arts 
Competitions. 
Most notably, he received the James 
Rice Scholarship in Music two years 
running. This outstanding achievement 
was recognised in writing by Northland 
MP Dr Shane Reti QSM who recognised 
the significance of the second awarding 
of the scholarship and Sam’s obvious 
vocal talent: “Clearly you must be a very 
talented vocalist to have been bestowed 
with this honour, no doubt made so by 

hard work, stamina and lots of practice. 
This is a significant achievement and I am 
pleased to be able to acknowledge you for 
your efforts.”
Sam has moved to Auckland to pursue a 
conjoint Bachelor of Music / Bachelor of 
Arts degree programme in music, drama 
and Italian at the University of Auckland. 
He is a tenor and has begun vocal studies 
with renowned teacher Catrin Johnsson.
We welcome Sam to Auckland and the 
Cathedral and look forward to having him 
sing with us in the choir. 

join the choir 
  Calling all singers...

The Holy Trinity Cathedral Choir is among 
the busiest in the city.
The tight-knit team meets every week to 
sing some of the most beautiful music 
available to singers and there is always 
room for more members in the choir stalls. 
We have singers who are studying music 
at tertiary level, those who have a lifelong 
love of sacred music, those who sing in 
our choir to enhance their own health and 
wellbeing, and all of the above.
If you enjoy singing as part of a group 
and you are looking to improve your 
music skills in a friendly and supportive 
environment please contact our Director 
of Choirs, Rowan Johnston (see rear cover 
for contact details)
To hear more about the musical life of 
Holy Trinity Cathedral, please subscribe to 
our monthly electronic newsletter on the 
Music page of the Cathedral website. ■
Rowan Johnston
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Prayer Vigil for Peace
Standing with Christchurch

17 
03
19



POPULISM
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Language is key, 
fear is fundamental, 

hope is reduced to instant 
gratification of visceral

was asked to preach in chapel at St John’s College, Cambridge, 
on ‘Populism’ in a series of sermons on ‘Thinking Allowed’. 
The readings were from Exodus 32:1-9 and Matthew 27:15-
26. Here it is:

It’s easy to laugh, isn’t it? A primitive people, out in the desert en 
route from over 400 years of oppression in Egypt towards a land 
of promise. Their leader, who had a habit of being somewhat 
singleminded when it comes to how things should be done, 
disappeared up a mountain for a while; and, because he didn’t 
come back down immediately, the people found a more emollient 
leader who gave them what they wanted: a golden calf to worship. 
So, that was quick and easy. All they had experienced, all they had 
learned ... and they threw it away in an instant. You have to read 
the whole book to see that this isn’t a rare experience.

Jesus has proved to be good news to some and very bad news to 
others. So, when those whose security is threatened by the man 
from Galilee finally get him before a judge, they know how to 
whip up the crowd–presumably including those who have seen 
the transformative things Jesus has done–and “Crucify him” wins 
the day.

Populism isn’t new; nor are those features of it with which we 
are becoming more familiar in Europe and beyond today. Human 
beings don’t really change.
Technological sophistication and great learning do not necessarily 
make us morally stronger or more virtuous. As the Bishop of 
Hannover made clear in Ripon 
Cathedral on Remembrance 
Day, civilisation is thin, order 
is fragile, and chaos waits for 
a crack to appear. And when 
it does, emotional appeal 
trumps rational argument. 
One of the books that made a 
deep impression on me when 
I was a student of German 
politics was called Open Thy 
Mouth for the Dumb. It was 
written by Richard Gutteridge 
and detailed the failure of 
the German churches to offer 
opposition to the rise of Hitler 
in Weimar Germany. It is a 
painful read ... and, like Christopher Clark’s great book on the 
origins of the First World War, Sleepwalkers, demonstrates how 
easily people are moved to do a nd defend terrible things, and 
how intimidating it is to oppose the powerful mass. But, it also 
cries out with the Christian need for courage in giving a voice to 
the voiceless and defying the agencies of violence, destruction 
and death.

If you find yourself in Berlin, visit the relatively new Topography 
of Terror museum (built on the site of the Nazi’s Gestapo HQ) 
and see how it depicts the slow disintegration of civil society as 
virtues are compromised bit by bit under the chipping away by 

the populist language and action of people who were good with 
words and symbols.

Is popular affection always a bad thing? No, of course not. But the 
word ‘populism’ is normally associated with a negative expression 
of popular will and the forces that generate division and fear. 
And it is a word much used and much debated at present–
but, it seems to me, only by liberals. As I read somewhere recently: 
“Populism can sometimes sound like the name that disconcerted 
liberals give to the kind of politics in which ordinary people don’t 
do what liberals tell them. ”Well, you decide if that is fair or not. 
But, while you are doing so, a massive amount of money and 
effort is being spent by people like Donald Trump, Jair Bolsonaro, 
Matteo Salvini, Viktor Orban, the AfD in Germany, and many other 
movements in Europe that seek to answer complex questions 
with simplistic solutions (“Take back control”; “Drain the swamp”; 
“Islam or freedom?”; and so on).

Language is key, fear is fundamental, hope is reduced to instant 
gratification of visceral demand.
Now, we could spend all evening exploring the 2008 global 
financial crash and its consequences–the apparent lack of 
accountability on the part of those who caused it and went 
unpunished, for example–but we don’t have time. We must be 
satisfied with a few statements which we can argue about later, 
but will serve here as a shorthand for our reflections just now. 
Here goes: 

■ The language of populism assumes that society is divided 
between, on the one hand, ‘the people’ (noble, innocent, hard 
done to and pure) and, on the other hand, ‘the elite’
(corrupt, greedy, unaccountable, ignorant of life on the ground, 

detached from mostpeople’s 
reality)–and the elite are always ‘the 
others’.

■ Populism feeds, and feeds off, 
emotion, not rational analysis.

■ Populism is more about style 
than substance–feeling rather than                            
policies.

■ Populism generates a culture 
of victimhood and diminishes 
resilience.

■ Populist leaders claim the ‘will of the people’ and quickly 
disregard democratic norms on thegrounds that we are in 
crisis. Disruption is the name of the game: fearmongering, the 
promotion of conspiracy theories, the undermining of trust (in, 
for example, media and institutions).

As our readings this evening have illustrated, the challenges of 
destructive populism are not new. In a new book (Confronting 
Religious Violence) Rabbi Jonathan Sacks writes: to gain traction 
“populism has to identify an enemy”. It then amplifies its claims 
of victimhood at the hands of the enemy, using language to 
dehumanise or disrupt. Years before the onset of the French 

“

A blog post by The Right Reverend Nick Baines
Bishop of Leeds, UK
Article supplied by The Reverend Dr Warren Limbrick

I

”
demand.



problematic, basically all the same, but encouraged different 
dress and diets). Of course, they thought their own worldview 
was neutral and self-evidently true. Anyway, I grew to loathe the 
word ‘tolerance’. To tolerate someone need not involve any in
vestment in understanding or empathising with them– the 
attempt to look through their eyes, hear through their ears or 
feel through their skin. I got bored repeating the same line year 
in year out: Christians are called to go beyond tolerance to love. 

This means resisting the dualisms being propagated whereby 
you have to be on one side of a debate or the other, but from 
which any nuance or subtlety or complexity is expunged. It means 
creating space for encounter and conversation when it seems 
that everyone is lobbing grenades from the trenches. It means 
refusing to accept the polarising premises that the ideologues 
represent as the only options.

Practically and as a priority, however, we can pay attention to 
the language we use in shaping the discourse in a collapsing 
society. I lead for the bishops in the House of Lords on Europe, 
so have spent a considerable amount of time on Brexit and the 
fierce debates in Parliament. I have repeatedly pleaded for our 

legislature to watch
its language and do something to 
redeem our articulated
common life. Everyone agrees, 
then promptly revert to the 
categorising and mudslinging. I 
could illustrate this at length.

But, the Christian tradition has 
something more to offer in these 
current dangerous circumstances 
of division and insecurity and 
growing fear: hope.

The Old Testament book of                                                                                                  
Proverbs is often quoted: 

“Without a vision the people perish.” So, what is the vision being 
offered to the people of our islands, for example, as we prepare 
to leave the  European Union? (Or not. Who knows?) And, if we 
have a vision, how is it to be expressed? For, if the devil has all the 
good music, the populists have all the good slogans. The Brexit 
debate is not about political vision or substance; it is not rational 
or about reality–just look at the actual consequences already; it is 
visceral and emotional. Poor people might well get considerably 
poorer, but many would still vote to leave, anyway.

But, Christians are not driven by fear; we are drawn by hope. A 
hope that comes to us from the future–resurrection. It is a hope 
that should not be confused with fantasy. It commits to the life 
of the present–in all its complexity and muckiness–but refuses to 
see the present reality as the end or the ultimate. It takes a long-
term view with a reckless courage that even dares to sing the 
songs of Yahweh while sitting in exile on the banks of Babylon’s 
rivers, being mocked by those whose vision is short. It is a hope 
that sees ‘now’ in the light of eternity and declines to build– let 
alone worship–golden calves. It is a hope that, in the face of 
baying crowds, will still cry out for justice. It is a hope that knows 
what will be whispered at Christmas: “The light has come into the 
world, and the darkness cannot overcome it.”

There is a desperate need for a younger generation to find the 
language for a new narrative for our politics and our common 
life here and in the world. A new narrative rooted in the old story 
... of God and his people, of the apparent bloody failure of a 
cross planted in a rubbish tip, and of the haunting whisper of a 
song of resurrection. It might take some time and we might fail 
a million times. But, we know there is more to be said before the 
conversation ends.
Maybe our slogan ought to be: “Let there be light”. ■

POPULISM

of the undeserving, and set free those captive to hopelessness, 
rejection and fear.

The Moses who stayed too long up the mountain in our first 
reading is the same Moses who had insisted that the land of 
promise must also be a land of generosity and justice. According 
to Deuteronomy 26, the people must bring to the priest the first 
10% of their harvest and recite a creed that reminded them of 
their nomadic and dependent origins. Furthermore, they must 
leave the 10% around the edge of their field so that there would 
be something for the homeless, the hungry, the migrants and the 
travellers. The same Jesus they crucified in our second reading is 
the one who had opened his mouth for those who had no voice 
and no dignity, and met the populist bloodthirstiness with a bold 
silence that turned the judge into the judged.

A Christian response to populism (in the negative terms I have 
used for the purposes of this reflection) must begin with a clear 
theological anthropology: human beings are made in the image 
of God and must not be categorised, dehumanised or relativized 
by language that leads to violence or rejection. But, Christian 
discipleship goes further-as I will illustrate briefly.
For ten years I represented the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Rowan Williams, at some global interfaith conferences. They 
did my head in. The greatest aspiration was “mutual tolerance”–
particularly on the part of politicians who wanted to anaesthetise 
potential religious fervour (on the assumption that religions were 

Revolution, Edmund Burke recognised that abstract terms such 
as ‘liberty’ or ‘equality’ had the power to move people without
enlightening them. Words shape actions–and populists assert by 
slogan, use street language instead of careful and polite analysis, 
and corrupt the public discourse with language that defies 
definition, but hits at the heart of popular emotion. 

And here we can move on to think about what the Christian 
tradition might have to say in our day ... in a culture that 
confuses patriotism with nationalism (see Emmanuel Macron 
on Sunday) and reduces the public discourse to the trading of 
competing slogans devoid of substantive vision. As Adrian Pabst 
wrote in a recent edition of the 
New Statesman: “The populist 
insurgency sweeping the West 
reveals a lack of moral purpose 
among the main political forces... 
At present, none of the three 
main traditions offers a politics 
of ethical purpose, hope and 
meaning.”

Now, it could be argued that the 
Christian tradition in the West 
has lost its roots. The irony in the 
USA hardly needs spelling out: 
three years ago it was thought 
impossible that anyone could be 
elected to the Presidency if he or she had been divorced or was 
an atheist. The Evangelical Right didn’t let that stand in the way of 
Trump. Here in Europe Christian identity has been appropriated 
by political movements and associated with a narrow nationalism 
that threatens to cut it off from a founder who said that we should 
love (even) our enemy, serve and not be served, wash the feet 

But, Christians are 
not driven by fear; 

  we are drawn by hope.

“

”
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Holy Trinity Cathedral’s Newest Installation

n early 2018, Holy Trinity Cathedral lost a long-standing and 
well-loved member of its community.  John Wilson was a 
faithful supporter of the Cathedral and, over many years 

of dedicated service, a prolific contributor to the envisioning, 
construction and preservation of the Cathedral Precinct we enjoy 
today.  

A memorial service for John was held in the Cathedral on 4 
March 2018 at which The Most Reverend Richard Randerson 
gave a moving homily. He described John as ‘not just a man who 
advanced the architecture of Holy Trinity Cathedral, but a man of 
compassion, wisdom and deep spirituality.’ 

It is only fitting that just over a year after his death, Holy Trinity 
Cathedral proudly opened an art gallery, named for John and 
generously supported by him, in the place he so loved.  

Maria Beer, the Cathedral Events and Marketing Manager, 
worked closely with the James Wallace Arts Trust to transform 
the Undercroft passage into a new and vibrant art gallery. 

The various works have been provided on a permanent revolving 
loan basis and will change depending on demand and funds.  We 
are deeply grateful to Sir James Wallace, Aleks Petrovic, and all 
the Trust staff who, with Maria, were instrumental in turning this 
wonderful gallery from aspiration to reality.

There was much work behind the scenes to prepare the space for 
its new usage including the installation of carpet tiles, specialised 
spot lighting, acoustic paneling and new security cameras. The 
gallery was made possible through a generous bequest from the 
late John Wilson, donations from others and support from ECC 
and Asona. We are grateful to all for their commitment to the 
realisation of this wonderful resource.

On 4 April 2019, the John Wilson Gallery was officially opened in 
the presence of representatives from the Cathedral community, 
the James Wallace Arts Trust and John’s own family. John’s 
brother Ray came over especially for the event from Australia. 

The John Wilson Gallery is open for all to view during Cathedral 
opening hours and is accessible via the stairs to the Undercroft 
from the Bishop Monteith Visitors’ Centre. 

Currently, the gallery is home to nine works of art by Toss 
Woollaston, Ian Scott, Michael Browne, Peter Gibson Smith, Eion 
Stevens, Denys Watkins, Philip Trusttum and Reuben Pillsbury. It 
is a peaceful space for those who knew John to remember him 
and for art lovers to view some truly special pieces. These pieces 
join the other great works of architecture, art and sculpture which 
the Cathedral already boasts in the stained-glass windows by 
Nigel Brown, Robert Ellis and Shane Cotton, the Nave font by Ann 
Robinson, the Bishop Selwyn Chapel by Fearon Hay, and many 
other examples throughout the precinct. 

We are honoured to preserve John Wilson’s memory within the 
walls of Holy Trinity Cathedral in a way which we are sure he 
would have appreciated. ■
Sarah Wilson

John 
Wilson 
Gallery

The

I
Photo courtesy of artsdiary.co.nz 2019
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The Friends of the Cathedral
Friends AGM and Dinner
6:15pm Sunday 26 May | Tickets from friends@holy-trinity.org.nz | $65 (members) $75 (general)
The Annual General Meeting of the Friends of Holy Trinity Cathedral will be held in the Bishop Selwyn Chapel 
following a special Choral Evensong. After this, Sir Ray Avery, GNZM, pharmaceutical scientist, inventor, 
author, and social entrepreneur, has kindly agreed to be the guest speaker at the Friends’ annual dinner in 
the Bishop Selwyn Library.

Pop-era: From Presley to Puccini
7:30pm Saturday 20 July | Tickets at www.iticket.co.nz | $35
Each year, the Cathedral Friends team up with Auckland Opera Studio who, under 
the direction of Frances Wilson, perform an annual concert in the unique space of 
St Mary’s-in-Holy Trinity. This year, we welcome a host of artists including Sophie 
Sparrow, Amelia Berry, Thomas Roshol, and Moonyoung Yang who will take to the 
stage and delight us with a versatile programme spanning centuries of beloved 
music. All are welcome. 
Wayne Hughes

Joining the Friends 
The Friends welcome new members. If you are interested in 
becoming a Friend of Holy Trinity Cathedral, please enquire at 
friends@holy-trinity.org.nz
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Christian Theology in the Palestinian Context
Prefaced by Patriarch Emeritus Michel Sabbah 
Edited by Rafiq Khoury and Rainer Zimmer-Winkel 

After I returned from my sabbatical, I 
was still very much under the influence 
of my visit to the Holy Land. Looking 
for literature that deals in depth with 
the situation between Palestinians and 
Israelis, I came across a relatively new 
theological collection of papers entitled 
“Christian Theology in the Palestinian 
Context”. Published earlier this year 
in Berlin and endorsed by the former 
Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem, it promised 
a lot. Over 500 pages deal with the 
contextual theology of Palestine, taking 
its inspiration in various theological traits. The book deals with 
various topics, extensively drawing on justice and liberation 
theology. The texts deal with dangers of Christian Zionism and 
its ideological basis, Scriptural interpretations, issues of culture, 
justice and equality, and inculturation. The Precentor in me was 
excited by the article written by Per Giorgio Gianazza titled “Arab 
icons in general and Palestinian icons in particular”, in which the 
author coherently explains the iconography of Palestine in its 
historical context. After my March course in St George’s, the article 
by the Lutheran bishop emeritus of Jerusalem, Munib Younan, 
titled “The principles and practice of theological trialogue” 
became especially interesting, as it emphasizes the importance 
of the Abrahamic conversations between Jews, Christians and 
Muslims. With lots of concrete examples, this book is a great 
resource for learning about Palestinian Christians, the “living 
stones” of the Church in the Holy Land, who are the smallest 
religious group in these lands, but a continuous and unbroken 
link of our faith with its roots in first century.  
The Reverend Ivica Gregurec
 
The Other Six Days: 
Vocation, Work, and Ministry in Biblical Perspective 
R. Paul Stevens

Throughout history the church has been 
composed of two types of people—
those who ‘do’ ministry and those to 
whom it is ‘done.’ In this provocative 
book R. Paul Stevens shows that the 
clergy-laity division has no basis in 
the New Testament and challenges all 
Christians to rediscover what it means to 
live daily as God’s people. 
Exploring the theological, structural, and 
cultural reasons for treating laypeople 
as the objects of ministry, Stevens 
argues against the idea of clericalism. 
All Christians are called to live in faith, hope, and love, and to 
do God’s work in the church and world. This biblical perspective 
has serious implications for the existing attitudes and practices 
of many churches as well as for our understanding of ministry. 
Stevens shows that the task of churches today is to equip people 
for ministry in their homes, workplaces, and neighborhoods.   
Written by a scholar and pastor well known as an active advocate 
for the whole people of God, this thought-provoking book—
made even more useful with the inclusion of case studies and
study questions at the end of each chapter—offers inspiring 
reading for anyone interested in what the Christian life holds for 
the other six days of the week. 
The Very Reverend Anne Mills

From the Shelves The Student Christian Movement

Holy Trinity Cathedral is proud to host the 
relaunch of Student Christian Movement 
(SCM) in Auckland which has been 
initiated by our curate, The Reverend 
Sarah West along with Benjamin Ong, 
student at St John’s Theological College. 

SCM is a progressive ecumenical tertiary group with a 
vision to be a “prophetic witness in the church where God’s 
love for creation, justice and peace is shared by all across 
boundaries of race, class, ethnicity, culture, gender and 
sexuality.” One of the goals of SCM is to nurture and build 
interfaith relationships. 

Their first event was titled, ‘Listening Space: A Muslim 
Perspective.’ A panel of six Muslim speakers were invited 
from the Ahlulbayt Youth Circle to share about their faith 
and life in Aotearoa-New Zealand. Considering the recent 
Christchurch attacks on Muslims praying peacefully in their 
mosques, this event was a timely opportunity to come 
together, to listen and to make space for new friendships 
to blossom in the hope that we might overcome the divides 
that have hindered our understanding and appreciation 
of one another. From Sarah, “Alongside hearing from our 
panel speakers, we had the privilege of sharing space for 
both conversation and prayer. Just after 8pm there was 
a call to prayer and a Muslim prayer space provided. At 
9pm, we engaged in night prayer together, taken from the 
New Zealand Anglican Prayer Book. It was such a beautiful 
experience to be together, standing in the integrity of our 
faith traditions while engaging in such warmth, vulnerability 
and authenticity of conversation.

We look forward to our third event next month: ‘Faces 
of God: looking beyond the white male Jesus.’ We will 
be engaging with a range of artworks in a contemplative 
style, discussing our preconceived cultural and gendered 
perceptions of God and how these biases contribute to 
Christian theology, faith and witness. ■
The Reverend Sarah West
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Mainly Music
This term 28 families have gathered on Monday mornings in 
the Undercroft to dance, sing and talk under the leadership 
of Sarah West. After a good workout, morning tea and toy 
time for the children while the adults enjoy a coffee. Thank 

you to Celia and her hospitality team. Term Two begins 29 April. All welcome.

Cathedral Kids
Cathedral Kids is a collection of the youngest members of Holy Trinity Cathedral. 
With a dedicated team of volunteer teachers this group meets every Sunday of term 
time during the 10am Eucharist for games, fun and to learn about the Bible. 
Below are photos from the Cathedral Kids’ Holy Week and Easter learning.
‘Ofa Langi

Cathedral Kids
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FUNERALS
Margaret Goodwin Coutts

Allan Arthur Wild
Wayne Chan

Denis Astley Harding
Derek Duke Etherington
Ronald MacGregor Irvine

Peter John Cartwright
Clive Herbert

Joan MacDonald
WEDDINGS 

Marie Person and Edward John Jarvis
Abbie Dingle and Gabriel Thalari

Sophia Rose Pascal Peryman and Malcolm William Richardson
Kirsten Louisa Sobiecki and Kelvin John Inns

Charlene Ma and Karl North
Ross Trevor Curtin and Shi Qing Wei

Radhika Zipporah Joseph and Eraaj Arjun Jerome
Maya Wyatt and Jacob Love

Natasha Jane Ell and Aaron Newson
Marelie Van Den Berg and Christopher Fohetaha
Carmen McDougall and Logan Simkin Holyoake

The Registers BAPTISMS 
Benjamin Harry McIntosh

Charles Murphy Higgs
Indiana Pearl Churchward

Isabel Emma Austen
Harry Luka Coldham
Ashton Grant Forbes
Amelia Clare NormanIn addition to our regular services, Holy 

Trinity Cathedral is privileged to celebrate, 
commemorate and condole with a great many 
people who come to this place to mark life’s big 
events. All those who are baptised, married and 
farewelled here become part of our story as the 
Anglican Cathedral of Auckland. 
Here are the registers from February to May 2019. 

If you or someone you know would like to enquire about 
holding a service of baptism, a marriage, or a funeral or 
memorial service in any of the worship spaces at Holy Trinity 
Cathedral, please enquire at office@holy-trinity.org.nz.



Monday 13 | In dialogue with...
Poetry and the Question of Belief
Dr Greg Olsen

Saturday 18 May | Organ Recital
Hans U. Hielscher
Holy Trinity Cathedral

Sunday 26 | Easter 6
Choral Evensong ~ Friends of the Cathedral
Holy Trinity Cathedral Bishop Selwyn Chapel
Friends of the Cathedral AGM and Dinner

Wednesday 29 | Vigil of Ascension Day
Choral Evensong
Holy Trinity Cathedral Chancel
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Tuesday 4
Student Christian Movement Meeting
Faces of Christ: looking beyond the white, 
male Jesus

Sunday 9 | Pentecost
Festal Choral Eucharist

Monday 10 | In dialogue with...
The Challenge of Christian Animal Ethics
Prof. David CLough, Chester University

Sunday 16 | Trinity Sunday
Ecumenical Service for Christian Unity

Sunday 23 | Te Pouhere Sunday
Choral Eucharist 
Preacher: Archbishop David Moxon
Combined Service with Holy Sepurchre

7:00pm

10:00am

7:00pm

5:00pm

10:00am

5:00pm

May

7.00pm

7:00pm

5:00pm

6:15pm

5:45pm

July

Sunday 7 | Sea Sunday
Choral Evensong

Monday 15 | In dialogue with...
Lay Studies (poetry book reading)
Steve Toussaint

Saturday 20 | Presley to Puccini

Sunday 21 | Cathedral Choir Break
Choral Eucharist with St Mary’s Singers
Choral Evensong with St Mary’s Singers

Monday 30 
Student Christian Movement Meeting
Human Library: Sexuality and Gender

5:00pm

7:00pm

7:30pm

10:00am
5:00pm

7:00pm

Monday 5 | Vigil of the Transfiguration
Choral Evensong-NZARETSC Conference

Sunday 9 | In dialogue with...
Remembering the Saints
Dr Kerryn Olsen

5:45pm

7:00pm

For Your Diary
Special services and events are regularly 

updated on the Cathedral website. 
Please visit www.holy-trinity.org.nz for the most current list 

June

August



Office: Secretary and PA to the Dean | Merle Abbot 

Dean | The Very Reverend Anne Mills

Precentor | The Reverend Ivica Gregurec

Curate | The Reverend Sarah West

Priest Assistant | The Reverend Richard Girdwood

Dean’s Warden  | David Grove

Interim People’s Warden | Neil Ridgway

(09) 303 9500

027 680 5922
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022 1694026

0274 946 352

021 505 740
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